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Abstract 
Detailed knowledge of the lateral distribution of steam (void) and water in a nuclear fuel assembly is of great value 
for nuclear reactor operators and fuel manufacturers, with consequences for both reactor safety and economy of 
operation. Therefore, nuclear relevant two-phase flows are being studied at dedicated thermal-hydraulic test loop, using two-
phase flow systems ranging from simplified geometries such as heated circular pipes to full scale mock-ups of nuclear fuel 
assemblies. 
Neutron tomography (NT) has been suggested for assessment of the lateral distribution of steam and water in such test loops, 
motivated by a good ability of neutrons to penetrate the metallic structures of metal pipes and nuclear fuel rod mock-ups, as 
compared to e.g. conventional X-rays, while the liquid water simultaneously gives comparatively good contrast. However, these 
stationary test loops require the measurement setup to be mobile, which is often not the case for NT setups. Here, it is 
acknowledged that fast neutrons of 14 MeV from mobile neutron generators constitute a viable option for a mobile NT system.  
We present details of the development of neutron tomography for this purpose at the division of Applied Nuclear Physics at 
Uppsala University. Our concept contains a portable neutron generator, exploiting the fusion reaction of deuterium 
and tritium, and a detector with plastic scintillator elements designed to achieve adequate spatial and energy 
resolution, all mounted in a light-weight frame without collimators or bulky moderation to allow for a mobile 
instrument that can be moved about the stationary thermal hydraulic test sections. The detector system stores 
event-to-event pulse-height information to allow for discrimination based on the energy deposition in the 
scintillator elements. 
Experimental results from the tomographic assessment of axially symmetric test objects are shown, as well as 
simulation results from a scaled up version of the instrument for nonsymmetrical objects in quarter fuel-bundle size 
objects. In conclusion, the application of tomography on inch-wide vertical pipes has been experimentally 
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demonstrated and simulation results indicate that tomography of the void distribution in nonsymmetrical vertical 
flows in quarter BWR fuel bundles is also feasible.
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 
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1. Introduction 
1.1. Void distribution measurements at thermal hydraulic test loops 
The boiling water reactor (BWR) is one of the most common nuclear reactor types today, second only to the 
pressurized water reactor in numbers of operational reactors. As of 31 Dec. 2013, there are 81 operational BWRs 
in the world, supplying the world’s electric grids with 76 GW(e) (IAEA, 2014).  
One important safety property of BWRs is the dual function of the water, acting as both a coolant of the nuclear 
fuel and moderator of the neutron flux. This makes the BWR resilient to power excursions, since an increased 
power causes the formation of low density steam in the core coolant. This in turn decreases the moderation of the 
neutron flux, which leads to a decrease in reactivity, thereby stabilizing the reactor. However, the detailed 
distribution of the steam generated in the fuel bundles is still poorly known, even after more than 50 years of BWR 
usage.    
The void distribution has been intensively studied at several facilities using computed tomography (CT), a non-
intrusive technique using gamma (Anglart and Windecker, 1999) or X-ray (Neykov et al., 2005) radiation. In such 
studies, artificially heated full-scale mockups are used to mimic the thermal-hydraulic conditions in a BWR fuel 
bundle and the attenuation distribution is investigated. In the two-phase-flow the attenuation coefficient is directly 
dependent on the density, and consequently, the void distribution can be calculated.   
The fast-neutron tomography project at Uppsala University aims to develop a mobile neutron tomography 
concept for two-phase test loops. The target test loops considered are the HWAT test loop at the Royal Institute of 
Technology and the FRIGG test loop of Westinghouse, both located in Sweden. Neutron tomography for this 
purpose with mobile setups is also undergoing development at other research groups; see reference Adams et al 
(2014). 
The main reason for considering neutrons is that earlier experience of gamma tomography has revealed 
problems caused by the comparably strong attenuation in the fuel rod structures and in the pressure vessel 
(Windecker, 1999), while the contrast of the water content is low. In this aspect, fast neutrons emitted from mobile 
neutron generators are better. However, there are also challenges using fast neutrons for transmission 
measurements; the detection efficiency is typically low and the dominant mode of interactions is scattering, leading 
to a large background of low energy neutrons from arbitrary directions. These issues require attention in the design 
of a mobile fast-neutron tomography system for quantitative measurements. 
1.2. Mobile neutron tomography concept 
A conceptual instrument design has been developed for usage on thermal hydraulic test loops. The main 
components and the justifications for their use are the following: 
• For practical reasons a mobile tomography setup needs to be light-weight to enable movement using an 
industrial robot or similar actuator arrangements. Because of this, no collimation or shielding is present in the 
concept. 
• The detector setup consists of individual plastic scintillator elements, which enables discrimination of secondary 
radiation (scattered neutrons and gamma at lower energy. In the neutron detection process, which is based on 
the conversion to recoil protons, energy discrimination can be used to disregard low energy events that are 
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likely caused by background radiation and scattering. Simultaneously, the plastic scintillator elements can be 
extended in the direction of the incoming fast neutrons to provide a high conversion efficiency. Liquid organic 
detector-elements would have a similar performance, but the plastic scintillators have the practical advantage of 
being solid, robust and easy to manufacture. 
• Energy discrimination is preferably used in combination with a monoenergetic neutron source such as a fusion 
neutron generator. Fusion neutron generators utilizing the deuterium-tritium reaction that emits 14 MeV 
neutrons have been selected, which have a relatively high yield as compared to other mobile-size neutron 
sources.  
• Solid-target neutron generators have been selected as they have a small source spot size, when imaging in the 
direction perpendicular to the accelerator current into the target. This enables small geometric unsharpness in 
one axis of the image. This is useful in the investigation of thermal hydraulic test loops, where submillimeter 
unsharpness is desired in the lateral cross section of the flow, while an unsharpness in the order of cm is 
satisfactory in the axial direction of the fuel. 
• A reference detector is used to monitor the neutron yield, which may be subject to fluctuations. 
Fig. 1. Cross sections of the two-phase flow test sections in the thermal-hydraulic test loops FRIGG (a) and two examples of 
geometries in HWAT (b). The Frigg geometry is about 70 mm while the HWAT objects are about 25 mm.
Currently, the main design of a tomography system of the type described above has been suggested for the 
FRIGG test loop. Also a smaller prototype has been assembled and tested experimentally. This prototype is a 
scaled-down version which is possible to use at the HWAT test loop, where the time requirements for a 
tomographic measurement is reduced because of its smaller size and its axial symmetry. 
The instrument prototype, FANTOM (acronym for FAst Neutron TOMography system), is shown in Fig. 2a. It
consists of a portable neutron generator SODERN Genie 16, emitting 108 neutrons per second isotropically. It has 
space for four detector elements, where the elements are rectangular cuboids with the dimensions 5 x 100 x 100 
mm3, each connected via a fishtail light-guide to a photomultiplier tube. The elements are aligned with the fan 
beam to enable high resolution in the lateral plane of the object, where the receptor unsharpness of the elements is 
the limiting source of unsharpness. Considering the magnification in this setup of 10, the receptor unsharpnes is 
0.5 mm in the cross section of the flow. Axially, an unsharpness of 1 cm is provided (Andersson et al., 2014a). 
Considering the relatively low neutron yield of the neutron generator used, the required interrogation times 
threaten to be long. Because of this, the main aim of the FANTOM prototype was the measurements of axially 
symmetric objects, such as HWAT of Figure 1, where the axial symmetry of the object removes the need for 
rotation of the object, since all rotated projections are identical. Thereby the required interrogation time of the 
instrument is reduced. 
The FANTOM has also been equipped with a moving table which allows for linear and rotational movement of 
a small size object relative to the instrument, instead of vice versa as planned for thermal hydraulic test loops. The 
results from demonstration measurements on three axially symmetric test objects are presented in Fig. 2c. In these 
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reconstructions, axial symmetry has been assumed in the object. Three detector elements were used to register the 
transmission in 501 lines of sight each, which were obtained by moving the test objects relative to the setup in 
steps of 0.07 mm. An iterative reconstruction method was used to reconstruct the attenuation in annular 
reconstruction elements. A more thorough description of these reconstructions is presented in (Andersson et al., 
2014b). 
Fig. 2. (a)  3D Drawing of the FANTOM (FAst-Neutron TOMography system). (b) Cross sections of attenuation distribution in test object 
consisting of concentric polymer pipes (CH2O) and rods inside Ø24 mm steel pipes examined with the FANTOM. (c) Reconstructions based on 
measurements using the FANTOM of the objects shown in (b). Here, 20 annular reconstruction elements have been used, with an average radial 
width of 0.5 mm.  (Andersson et al, 2014b). 
2. Design upgrade 
The FANTOM setup has been developed for and experimentally validated on axially symmetrical objects in 
sizes up to about one inch. Here, the neutron yield and the number of detector elements are sufficient to produce 
reconstructions with reconstruction elements of 0.5 mm in a few hours (Andersson et al., 2014b). However, for 
reconstructions with the same resolution and precision in larger, nonsymmetrical objects such as the quarter fuel-
bundle test sections of the FRIGG test loop (see Fig. 1), the FANTOM instrument will require too long data 
collection time to be practically useful. However, the instrument concept is to a high degree scalable and an 
upgraded design, FANTOM II, has been suggested. 
The two main modifications in the suggested upgrade are the neutron yield of the neutron generator used and 
the number of detector elements used. In the upgrade a neutron yield of 1011 neutrons per second from the source is 
specified, which is available with commercial neutron generators, and which is a factor of 103 higher than the yield 
used in the FANTOM. In addition 73 detector elements are suggested for FANTOM II. 
It can be noted that the thousandfold increase in neutron yield might require some adaptations to the higher 
count rate in the detector elements. To compensate for this, the neutron generator can preferably be run in 
continuous mode rather than pulsed mode to avoid pile-up issues. In addition, the volume of the individual detector 
elements is decreased from 100 x 100 x 5 mm3 of the FANTOM setup to 50 x 50 x 2.6 mm3, thereby decreasing 
the expected count rate. The expected flat-field count rate, S0, of 14 MeV signal neutrons can be estimated 
according to  
ܵ ൌ ௒஺ఌସగ஽మ  (1)
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Where Y is the neutron yield (1011 neutrons per second), A is the effective area of the detector element (130 
mm2), D is the distance from source spot to detector (1000 mm), and İ is the intrinsic detection efficiency, which 
according  to (Andersson, 2014c) can be expressed as  
ߝ ൌ ሺଵି௘ష൫ಿಹ഑ಹశಿ಴഑಴൯ಽሻߪܪܰܪߪܪܰܪ൅ߪܥܰܥ   (2)
Where NH and NC are the number densities of hydrogen and carbon in the detector material, ߪு and ߪ஼ are their 
corresponding cross sections and L is the depth of the detector element. Here, the detector material EJ208 is 
assumed. 
Using expression (1) and (2), the flat field rate of interactions per detector element has been determined to 
1.5E5 cps. In addition to this direct flux from the neutron generator, a background of scattered neutrons and 
gamma is expected to contribute with a build-up factor of about 3, based on experience from the FANTOM setup. 
With fast-plastic scintillators and photomultiplier tubes, where pulse duration is in the order of a few tenths of 
nanoseconds, the pile-up created by this reaction rate will constitute in the order of a few percent of the events. 
3. Reconstruction of simulated quarter fuel-bundle data using MCNPX 
To assess the feasibility of tomographic reconstruction on FRIGG type objects (see Fig. 1), a quarter fuel-bundle 
has been modelled using MCNPX 2.5.0. (Pelowitz, 2005). A point source of neutrons has been used with F5 tallies 
in the detector element positions of the FANTOM II design to simulate a recorded sinogram. The FANTOM II 
design contains 73 detector elements, and these are moved into two positions per projection in this simulation, 
thereby creating a complete projection of 2*73 = 146 detector element positions. However it can be noted that only 
20 detectors can be used per run in MCNPX because of a limitation in the software, and consequently, totally eight 
input files are used to perform the simulation of each measured projection. The object is also rotated relative to the 
detector setup in 220 steps to simulate the recording of independent radiographic projections with an angular 
increment of 1.64°. The neutron flux exceeding 11 MeV has been registered, assuming a high energy threshold in 
the data analysis in order to discriminate scattered neutrons, reaching the detector with low energy. 
To evaluate the expected number of counts, the probability of reaching the detector position per starting neutron 
(i.e. the tally result), has been multiplied by the neutron yield, the integration time and the intrinsic detection 
efficiency of the detector elements according to equation 2. Due to the next-event variance reduction technique 
used, the statistical uncertainty of the flux estimates from MCNPX are in the order of 0.5 ‰, which is lower than 
can be expected with counting statistics in a real measurement. Therefore, Poisson errors are added to the sinogram 
based on the number of counts in each position and detector element corresponding to 16 s per position, which 
results in an average relative uncertainty of 0.2 % of the intensity. This measurement scheme would give an 
accumulated measurement time for all positions of less than 2 h, excluding the added time for movement of the 
setup. 
The input model and the reconstruction results are shown in Fig. 3. As seen, the subchannel void, ranging from 
0 – 100 % in the MCNP input files, makes a visible impact on the reconstructed image indicating that also a 2D 
quantitative void distribution measurement with the proposed technique is feasible. 
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Fig. 3. a) The MCNPX model of the test section (not to scale).  b) Attenuation map obtained using an algebraic image reconstruction technique. 
The noise level corresponds to approximately 2 h of effective measurement time (excluding movement of instrumentation). 
4. Line spread function 
A feature not present in the simulations presented in section 3 is the cross talk between the detector elements, 
since the physical detector elements were not present in the input files. To investigate the magnitude of the cross 
talk with a realistic detector, MCNPX has also been used to produce a line spread function (LSF), by having a thin 
neutron beam hitting the central detector element and evaluating the response in each of the other detector 
elements to the scattered neutrons from the central detector element. The main massive components of the detector 
are present in the simulation, i.e., the scintillator plates and the fishtail light guides, see Fig. 4. The F8 tally of 
MCNPX was used with the pulse-height light (PHL) option, which results in a scintillation-light pulse-height 
distribution. For each detector element, the tally result is summed for all the energy bins above a selected threshold 
level which has been varied. Finally, the probability of detection in each element has been normalized by the 
probability of detection in the target (center) element. The resulting LSF can be seen in Fig. 5.  
As seen in the LSF (Fig. 5), the cross talk component is suppressed by the usage of energy thresholds in the 
analysis. Using an 11 MeV threshold, the closest detector element receives a count rate of 0.8 % of the target 
element, and the cross talk decreases quickly with the distance from the target cell. At a threshold of 11 MeV, the 
accumulated cross talk over all other detector elements from the target element is only 2.2 % of the target cell 
count rate, which should be acceptable in an authentic setup. 
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Fig. 4. The detector design including scintillator plates of EJ208 and fishtail light guides. 
Fig. 5. Line Spread Function calculated using MCNPX for energy thresholds of 3, 7 and 11 MeV. 
5. Conclusions 
An instrument concept has been developed for quantitative fast-neutron tomography using portable neutron 
generators and plastic scintillator elements connected to photomultiplier tubes. 
Tomography on inch wide cylindrical objects, such as the axially symmetrical test loop HWAT, has been 
demonstrated experimentally using a scaled down version of our instrumentation concept. 
2D tomography of  nonsymmetrical objects of quarter nuclear fuel-bundle size, such as the test sections at 
FRIGG test loop owned by Westinghouse Sweden, has been demonstrated to be feasible using a suggested 
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upgrade, FANTOM II, of the same concept. This suggested instrument is based on a solid-target DT neutron 
generator with an isotropic yield 1011 neutrons per second and a detector concept with 73 plastic scintillator 
elements connected to photomultiplier tubes.  
6. Discussion 
In the experimental application of the suggested technique, one must take into consideration the dynamic nature 
of the void fraction. The void distribution is rapidly fluctuating and this causes the well-known dynamic bias in a 
quantitative measurement (Harms and Laratta, 1973). A method to evaluate the magnitude of such fluctuations in a 
transmission measurement and to correct for the influences of it has been developed, and it has been presented in 
an earlier article (P. Andersson et al., 2012). 
The LSF shown in section 4, showing a cross-talk component of less than 1 % from the nearest neighbor is 
encouraging. One may also use an anticoincidence filter for the nearest detector elements to further reduce the 
impact of the cross talk. 
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